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Abstract—On-chip security is an emerging challenge in the
design of embedded systems with intellectual property (IP) cores.
Traditionally this challenge is addressed using ad hoc design
techniques with separate design objectives of secure design for
testability (DfT), and IP core protection. However, in this paper,
we will argue that such design approaches can incur high
costs. Underpinning this argument, we propose a novel design
methodology, called Secure TEst and IP core Protection (STEP),
which aims to address the joint objective of IP core protection
and secure testing. To ensure that this objective is achieved at
a low cost, the STEP design methodology employs common key
integrated hardware. This hardware is incorporated in the system
through an automated design conversion technique, which can
be easily merged into the electronic design automation (EDA)
tool chain. We evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed design
methodology considering various implementations of advanced
encryption standard (AES) systems as case studies. We show
that our proposed design methodology benefits from design
automation with high security, and protection at the cost of low
area, and power consumption overheads, when compared with
traditional design methodologies.

Index Terms—Secure test, intellectual property protection.

ABBREVIATIONS

AES Advanced Encryption Standard
ATPG Automatic Test Pattern Generation
DfT Design for Testability
EDA Electronic Design Automation
EM Electro-magnetic
IP Intellectual Property
LFSR Linear Feedback Shift Register
PRBS Pseudo-random Bit Sequence
SoC System-on-Chip

NOTATIONS

CIP Number of combinations for breaking IP security
Ctest Number of combinations for hacking during test
G The number of scan chains
N The size of the random key in the PRBS key generator
R The seed used in the PRBS key generator
S Total number of flip-flops in the design under test

I. INTRODUCTION

Continued technology scaling has enabled the fabrication
of faster devices with smaller geometries. Examples of such
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devices include IBM’s 22-nm [1], and Intel’s emerging 16-
nm [2]. These devices feature unprecedented integration ca-
pacity, and low power consumption. However, with these
technological advances, design complexity is also increasing
significantly, which is further exacerbated by shorter time-to-
market demands coupled with design constraints related to ap-
plication complexity, performance, and reliability. To address
such design complexity, designers have traditionally resorted
to a highly modular, reusable, effective design approach using
intellectual property (IP) cores [3].

However, because similar IP cores are used in numerous
system-on-chips (SoCs), an emerging challenge for such a de-
sign approach is to securely protect the design information and
the underlying data from design hackers or pirates. Due to their
modular, well-defined component based structure with known
functionalities in them, IP cores can easily reveal design
information, and data, when subjected to external tampering
or intrusion based attacks [4], [5]. These tampering or attack
mechanisms include reverse engineering techniques [6], [7],
differential power and timing analysis [8], [9], and fault injec-
tion or stealing fabrication masks [10]. More recently, a silicon
scanning based attack was demonstrated by [13] to reveal
vulnerable design information in military systems. The design
information, and data retrieved from these attacks, can then
be misused by hackers in the following two ways. First, the
design information can be used to build counterfeit competitive
products, causing direct financial losses. Second, the design
information can also be altered deliberately, inflicting damage
to confidentiality and reputation [11]. Hence, protection of the
IP core design information and the underlying data is a major
design concern for embedded systems, particularly for those
used in cryptographic systems [12].

To ensure correct functionality of these systems after man-
ufacturing, traditional design methodology integrates design
for testability (DfT) features into the hardware design. The
main objective of introducing DfT features is that the original
and added hardware can be validated against various defects
or faults with different manifestations [14]. Scan chain based
testing is considered as a de facto standard of DfT due to
its simplicity of design, low cost, high controllability, and
high fault coverage [16]. These scan chains are implemented
through an insertion of interconnected flip-flops between the
logic blocks. The aim is to provide a mechanism to observe
the responses of these logic blocks using different test patterns.
However, because these scan chains directly reveal the internal
state of the logic blocks, and the underlying circuits, extracting
the design information becomes easier for the design pirates or
hackers through response analysis or side channel attacks [17].
Hence, secure testing is another critical requirement in cryp-
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tographic systems [18], [19].
To address the issues related to IP core protection, and

secure test, researchers have proposed various techniques and
methodologies over the years (Section II provides a detailed
account of these techniques). These techniques address IP
protection and secure test separately. For example, in [20],
[21], IP core protection techniques have been proposed, while
in [19], [26], scan chain based secure test methodologies have
been shown. However, such considerations do not automati-
cally complement security and protection during test, and dur-
ing normal IP core functionality. Furthermore, to incorporate
secure test and IP core functionality, separate considerations
lead to very high overall system costs. To reduce the overall
system cost, a unified design methodology with the joint
design objective of IP core protection and secure testing is
much needed.

To address secure test and IP core protection issues, this
paper makes the following contributions.
• We propose a novel and unified Secure TEst and IP

Protection (STEP) design methodology using minimal
hardware resources for securing designs during tests, and
also for protecting IP cores during normal functionality.

• Fundamental to this methodology is an automated dummy
flip-flop insertion and placement technique during the
early design phase, which can be integrated into the
Electronic Design Automation (EDA) tool chain.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper that
provides a unified, automated design methodology with such
a joint design objective.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents some related works highlighting motivation towards
a low cost, unified design methodology, while Section III
outlines the proposed design methodology for secure test and
intellectual property (IP) core protection. Section V details
the secure test and IP core protection architectures generated
through the proposed methodology using an advanced encryp-
tion standard (AES) system design as a case study. Section VI
presents the comparative system costs, and security analysis
of the secure AES systems generated using the STEP design
methodology. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORKS AND MOTIVATION

Over the years, various approaches have been proposed by
researchers to address the issue of IP core design and data
protection. For example, an IP core design protection approach
using combinational logic circuit locking was proposed by Roy
et al. [20]. Their protection approach uses a separate locking
key for every single chip, and enables a licensing technique
allowing only approved users to be able to unlock the device.
Chakraborty et al. [21] proposed another protection approach
using a hardware obfuscation (i.e. deliberately confusing the
internal information) technique implemented during the low-
level circuit design. In this approach, every chip requires acti-
vation by a specific input sequence. When activation does not
occur, the response of the hardware changes randomly. This
effect makes hacking the design information and underlying
data highly challenging. Among others, IP core protection

techniques using watermarking were proposed by Castillo et
al. [22], and Kahng et al. [11]. The watermarking is incorpo-
rated by hosting the bits of a digital signature during design
specification using combinational logic within the original
design. Solving the correct logic through watermarking is an
NP-hard problem. Hence, to reduce the design complexity,
Ni and Gao [23] proposed a low compexity detector-based
watermarking technique for soft IP core protection.

To secure the design from various attack mechanisms during
scan chain based testing, a number of different alternate tech-
niques have been proposed. A scan chain scrambling technique
dividing the original scan chain into sub-chains was proposed
by Hely et al. [24]. Due to such scan chain scrambling,
responses from side channel attacks become unpredictable, and
hard for hackers to extract logic information from. A similar
technique using a scan chain randomization technique was
shown by Lee et al. [17]. This technique employs random
interconnections between scan flip-flops to make responses
non-deterministic for hackers. Similar principles with a scan
chain replacement approach was presented by Fujiwara et
al. [25]. The original scan chains were first divided into a
number of sub-chains. These sub-chains are then replaced by
shift register chains using de Bruijin graphs to obfuscate the
responses and logic to hackers. Another secure DfT approach
using flipped scan chains was shown by Sengar et al. [26]. In
their approach, inverters are inserted randomly into the scan
chains to obfuscate the internal logic, and ensure protection.
A similar counter-measure to scan chain based threats have
been shown in US Patent 7577886 [15]. The patent showed
an effective technique to distribute the secure key within the
scan chain. Such a key based test operation ensures that, to
perform the test operations, a user must be authorized first,
thus securing design information during test.

In the above works, secure test and IP core protection
are considered as separate objectives [19], [20], [21], [26].
However, such considerations do not automatically provide
security and protection during test, or duringnormal IP core
functionality. For example, with an IP core protection tech-
nique alone, it is still exposed to security threats during testing
as it is possible to reverse engineer the bitstream through side
channel attacks [14]. Similarly, with a secure DfT alone, it
is possible to carry out a response analysis during normal
operation to extract the design information [22]. To ensure
security and protection at all times, it is important that secure
DfT and IP core protection are considered together. However,
system design with such a consideration is confronted with
design constraints related to the system cost because design for
IP core protection introduces extra hardware resources. Due to
the addition of these hardware resources, more scan chains and
test patterns would be needed to guarantee high fault and test
coverage. On the other hand, to ensure security during testing,
further hardware resources and test patterns would be required,
causing high system overhead. Due to such conflicting design
requirements with overhead involved, design for secure test
and IP core protection is highly challenging [14]. This work
addresses the above challenges using a novel and unified
STEP) design methodology, described next.
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III. PROPOSED DESIGN METHODOLOGY

The proposed STEP design methodology incorporates a
unified key integrated hardware rather than separate hardware
resources for security and IP protection as used in traditional
design methodology. As a result, it benefits from high security
at all times with low system overhead (Section VI details
system overhead, and security analysis). Fig. 1 shows the
STEP design methodology, highlighting three major design
phases. The first design phase deals with traditional design
methodology based on design for test (DfT) using scan chains,
which is then followed by design for security and protection
with integrated common key based hardware resources. The
final phase incorporates test and system cost evaluation, and
optimizes for high fault coverage at low-cost hardware over-
head. In the following, each STEP design methodology phase
is further detailed.

Fig. 1: Proposed unified design methodology, STEP, for secure test
and IP core protection.

A. Phase I: Design for Test

This phase includes the RTL design specification, followed
by simulations to validate the functionality of the design. Once
validated, the design is then synthesized for generating the
functional design netlist. It is then followed by introducing
the DfT features through insertion of scan chains, and their
stitching. The introduction of DfT features is done through
replacing the original flip-flops by the scan flip-flops, and
stitched together to form the scan chain. The scan chain based
design is then synthesized to generate the netlist with DfT
features. Using this netlist, area and power analyses are carried
out to determine the overheads caused by introducing DfTs in
this design phase. Finally, gate level simulation is carried out
to validate the functional behavior of the design (Fig. 1).

B. Phase II: Design for Security

This phase is the most crucial part in the proposed design
methodology as hardware changes are made to introduce secu-
rity in the design. These hardware changes include two steps:
cost-constrained dummy flip-flops insertion, and integration of

key secured hardware, as shown in Fig. 1. In the following,
these two steps are further detailed.

1) Insertion of Dummy Flip-flops: To initiate the design for
security phase, first dummy flip-flops are inserted randomly
into the original scan chains. These dummy flip-flops form a
shift register, and break the original chains produced in Phase
I by the scan flip-flops (Fig. 1). With such broken scan chains,
the complexity of determining secret information through
scan-based side channel attacks increases substantially, making
the scan chains secure.

The dummy flip-flops insertion in this design phase is
carried out in a systematic and automated way, described in
Algorithm 1. The insertion is carried out by a separate HDL
source-to-source parser and converter written in a high-level
language, unlike manual insertion and stitching techniques
previously used by [12], [21]. As can be seen, for a given scan
chain array with S flip-flops, the parser initially determines the
approximate number of flip-flops (N ) that needs to be inserted
per scan chain as the ratio of the total number of flip-flops
to be inserted (C × G × S), to the number of scan chains
G less the cost C (line 3). During this step, the maximum
number between cost-constrained flip-flops and the minimum
number of secure dummy-flops is selected as the target number
of dummy flip-flops to be inserted in the design for security.
Following this step, the location of each dummy flip-flop is
determined randomly. For each new dummy flip-flop, its input
is stitched with the previous flip-flop’s output, and the output is
stitched to the next flip-flop’s input (lines 8-11). Such insertion
and stitching are carried out until all scan chains have dummy
flip-flops inserted in them (lines 4-8). Following the automated
insertion, a new HDL file is generated that includes the dummy
flip-flops with expected cost.

Algorithm 1 Automated dummy flip-flops insertion for a
target security cost C (in %)

1: Assume: G scan chain arrays with S flip-flops each; G≥1
2: Assume: N ′ is the minimum number of secure dummy flip-flops
3: N = max

(
C×G×S
G−C

, N ′
)

// Number of dummy flip-flops
4: for g = 1:G do
5: for i = 1:N do
6: //Generate random number between 1 to (S+i)
7: x = RandomNumber(1, S+i)
8: //Stitch new dummy input to the random flop output
9: g.i→input = x→output

10: //Stitch new dummy output to the random flop input
11: g.i→output = (x+ 1)→input
12: end for
13: end for

The inserted dummy flip-flops are also connected as shift
registers to allow key shifting during IP core protection (not
shown in Algorithm 1). Additionally, N extra flip-flops are
also inserted, and co-located with the dummy flip-flops using
the same algorithm (Algorithm 1). These flip-flops are used
to store the hardcoded key provided with a licensed user, and
connected in random order to confuse the design hacker.

2) Key Checking Hardware: To provide security and pro-
tection during tests, and also during normal operation in the
IP core, random key generation and comparison hardware
are integrated into the system. The random key generation
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is carried out through a pseudo-random bit-sequence (PRBS)
generator. During testing operation, this PRBS key generator
receives a seed from the dummy flip-flops, while during
normal operation the PRBS key generator receives a pre-
defined seed for generating a random sequence of numbers.
Such key generation makes it very hard for a design hacker to
extract the design information or data through a side channel
attack. Further details of the key based mechanism for secure
test and IP core protection are presented in Section V-B using
a case study of an AES system.

C. Phase III: Optimization and Validation

In this final phase, design optimization and validation is
carried out to minimize the system cost in terms of area and
power overhead, iteratively. First, the number and placements
of the dummy flip-flops are constrained to minimize the
system cost (through varying the C value in Algorithm 1).
Then the test patterns for scan chains are generated through
automatic test pattern generation (ATPG). With the given test
patterns, the effectiveness of the secure test (Phase III) is
evaluated, and the fault coverage is analyzed through the
covered and uncovered faults. Pattern generation and fault
coverage analysis is continued until the desired coverage is
achieved. When the desirable coverage is achieved, functional
simulations are carried out to validate the effectiveness and
functionality of the system with integrated secure test and IP
core protection.

The unified design methodology outlined above can be
used to generate a system with integrated secure test and IP
core protection architectures. The aim is to effectively reduce
the overall system costs incurred due to additional security
hardware compare to traditional ad hoc, and separate secure
test, and IP core protection mechanisms. The secure test,
and IP core protection architectures implemented on an AES
system are shown next.

IV. SECURITY THREAT MODEL

Fig. 2 shows details of the threat models the proposed STEP
design methodology is developed to protect against. Fig. 2(a)
shows the security threat during test through side channel
attacks, while Fig. 2(b) shows the envisioned design hacking
mechanism during functionality of the IP core. Both security
threat models are popular in secure test and IP core protection
research [18], [19], [26], [21].

As can be seen, during tests, the scan chain outputs can
be tapped through the side channel of the scan chains by the
design hacker (Fig. 2(a)). The channel outputs can then be
analysed for logic sequences, and their timings, to decode the
logic design of the original design. Such side-channel attacks
require the design hacker to carry out iterative analyses to
decode the design information. Because scan chains are incor-
porated for almost all possible flip-flops in the combinational
design for testability, and controllability considerations, design
hackers can easily break into the design information if no
security measures are incorporated.

Unlike side-channel attacks, design hacking during IP core
functionality requires a much more rigorous set up. In this set

Fig. 2: Security threat model: (a) side-channel attack during test, (b)
IP core design hacking using test inputs.

up, the design hacker first feeds the design with some input
data. The output data (output data 1) with such input data are
then analyzed, and reverse engineering techniques are applied
to generate similar outputs from the IP cores (output data 2). If
both the outputs are matched, the design is then sequentially
analysed, and the design hacker proceeds with further sets
of input data. Similar to side-channel attacks, IP core attacks
require the design hacker to carry out iterative input and output
analyses to decode the design information (Fig. 2(b)).

To address the security threats above, the proposed STEP
design methodology incorporates unified key incorporated
security measures. The secret keys are embedded in the chips,
and the attacker has no access to the manufacturer’s reference
databases holding these keys. Attackers may do non-invasive
attacks, such as collecting the EM emanations, or feeding the
circuits with known inputs and observing the outputs. The
PRBS is assumed to be of a good design (see Section VI), and
it is assumed that the attacker cannot guess the PRBS output
sequences. Both the chip designer and the manufacturer are
trusted with the overall design layout.

V. SECURE TEST AND IP CORE PROTECTION
ARCHITECTURES

In this section, the proposed unified design methodology
STEP (Section III) is employed for secure test and IP core
protection in an advanced encryption standard (AES) bench-
mark system [27]. The AES system has been chosen as a case
study, as it was also used in [18], [26], because it is widely
used in various critical cryptographic applications in finance,
banking, security, etc. In the following, the secure test and
IP core protection architectures of an AES system, generated
by the proposed STEP design methodology, are described in
details.
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A. Secure Test Architecture
Fig. 3 shows a secure test architecture of an AES system

generated using the STEP design methodology (Fig. 1). For
demonstration purposes, only two scan chains are shown. As
can be seen, to incorporate secure test in the test architec-
ture, dummy flip-flops are inserted randomly in the design
(Algorithm 1, Phase II, Section III). The addition of these
dummy flip-flops into the scan chains increase the complexity
of determining secret information through scan-based side
channel attacks (Fig. 2(a)), and thus makes the scan chain
based testing secure.

To incorporate security into the test architecture, a key in-
tegrated security hardware block is introduced. This hardware
block consists of a key checker, and a PRBS generator (Fig. 3).
The PRBS generator is essentially a set of LFSRs, which can
generate a random sequence based on the scan chain inputs
(details not shown for simplicity). The key checker holds a
hard-coded secret key, which is only available to a licensed or
an approved user. The key checker checks this key against
the key input from all dummy flops that is N bits wide.
The PRBS generator feeds pseudo-random sequences on every
clock cycle using the seed from the scan chain inputs.

Fig. 3: Secure test architecture generated by STEP design method-
ology for an AES system.

With the added hardware resources, the operational se-
quence in the secure test architecture generated by the STEP
design methodology is given below.

1) Enable Testing Mode: The secure testing is enabled by
a HIGH TEST EN signal, which also enables key
checking mechanism as SC EN is set to LOW.

2) Scan Cycles: When testing is enabled, the data are
shifted into the scan chain through SDI0, and SDI1;
and the response is checked at the output signals SDO0,
and SDO1. During this time, a LOW SC EN gen-
erates a secure select line for the scan multiplexers
for an authorized user. The data shifting happens in
LOAD, and SHIFT cycles. During the LOAD cycle, the
internal data from the combinational logic are loaded
into the scan chains; and during the SHIFT cycle,
these data are shifted out to the SDO0, and SDO1
signals. However, when the user is not authorized, the

key checker generates select signals such that random
sequences are shifted out to the output signals.

3) Key Checking: To enable these shifted data at the output
multiplexer, the key checker must check the hard-coded
key in it with the N bit key stored in N dummy flip-
flops during every LOAD cycle. When a key match
takes place, the key checker generates an output as a
LOW Secure signal, which acts as the select line for
enabling the shifted scan data at the output multiplexer
(as SDO0, and SDO1). In the case of a mismatch, a
HIGH Secure output signal is generated, which acts as
a select line for the output of the PRBS generator. The
random sequence generated by the PRBS is enabled at
the output multiplexer. Hence, unapproved users without
the secure key fail to see any meaningful sequence at
the output multiplexer during test.

Using the above secure test mechanism with a key integrated
security hardware, it becomes extremely difficult for a design
hacker to extract the design information. The difficulty arises
as the design hacker will need access to three pieces of
information to successfully extract the design information
through a side-channel attack (Fig. 2(a)): 1) the size of the
random key N , 2) the position of dummy flip-flops, and 3)
the seed used in the PRBS key generator. Section VI analyzes
the resulting system security, and the associated costs for the
secure test architecture (Fig. 3).

B. IP Core Protection Architecture

The novelty of IP core protection in the STEP design
methodology is to use a similar hardware architecture with
variable secure keys during operation. Such a security measure
is effective for protection against unsolicited design attacks,
and intrusion during IP core functionality [14]. Fig. 4 shows
the block diagram of an IP core architecture incorporating
variable key protection. Due to the unified design methodol-
ogy, the same hardware is used for IP core protection during
normal operation. However, the following operational changes
are incorporated for variable key based protection.
• The dummy flip-flops now form an N bit shift register.
• The PRBS generator is now used as an internal variable

key generator using a pre-defined seed.
• The key checker now checks for a variable key sequence

in every iteration instead of the hard-coded key that was
used during secure test operation.

• The first scan chain input (SDI0) is now used as the
input for the N bits shift register formed by the dummy
registers.

With the above changes, the operating sequence of the IP
protection architecture generated by the STEP design method-
ology is as follows.

1) Enable Functional Mode: When the TEST EN pin is
LOW, the chip enters into the functional mode. During
the functional mode, SC EN is set to HIGH. This
setting enables the logic data input at the output of the
scan multiplexers.

2) Variable Key Generation: The PRBS generates a new
key during every new iteration in the AES core with
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Fig. 4: IP core protection architecture generated by the STEP design
methodology for an AES system.

a given pre-defined seed, resulting in a variable key
generation scheme.

3) Key Checking: The variable key from the PRBS is then
compared within the key checker against the key stored
in the N bit shift registers (when IP core functionality
is enabled, a select line loads the hard-coded keys).
These shift registers are formed through a random inter-
connection scheme among the dummy flip-flops within
the scan chains (Fig. 4). The key sequence is loaded
into these shift registers through the scan input SDI0.
When there is a key match, the key checker generates a
HIGH Secure signal, enabling the design logic data to
be selected at the output. When there is no key match
due to unauthorized access, the key checker generates a
LOW Secure signal, enabling the previously generated
random sequence from the PRBS to be selected at the
output.

With the added key integrated security hardware in the
STEP design methodology, the AES system only works as
expected for approved or licensed users. Due to variable key
integration in the IP core architecture, it provides a high level
of protection of the IP cores in the presence of any security
threats in terms of reverse engineering or response analyses
techniques. For extracting the actual design information, the
hacker must decode three pieces of information: 1) the variable
key sequence, 2) the interconnections of the dummy flip-flops
used to form a shift register to shift and hold a variable
key sequence, and 3) the seed used for the PRBS generator.
The following section presents the details of the resulting
system costs due to the addition of the key integrated security
hardware for IP core protection. Section VI-D analyzes the
achievable security through the STEP design methodology.

VI. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed design method-
ology, three secure AES systems with varied complexity
(i.e. the number of transformation tables called S-boxes)
are designed with the proposed STEP design methodology

Fig. 5: Area comparisons between secure AES systems using the
proposed unified design methodology, STEP (Fig. 1), separate secure
test and IP core protection techniques, and also insecure AES
systems.

(Section III). These secure AES designs use 128 dummy flip-
flops (i.e. N=128) to support 128-bit integrated key-supported
secure test and IP core protection (Section V). The impact of
cost directed dummy flip-flop insertion (Algorithm 1) will be
investigated further in Section VI-A. The secure designs are
then compared with insecure designs of the same, generated
using a traditional design flow (Phases I in STEP, Section III),
a design with secure test alone, and also a design with IP core
protection alone. The secure testing design has been incorpo-
rated for the AES systems using dummy flip-flop insertion (as
shown in Phase II, Section III-B) with a randomized test key
approach, similar to [15], and [14], while IP core protection
has been implemented by generating separate security codes
(i.e. state control codes) using the key generating hardware
(see Phase III, Section III-C) to compare against previously
known watermark signature codes as shown by Ni and Gao
in [23]. These comparative evaluations are carried out in
terms of area and power overhead, performance and testability
features, and security. The comparative analyses follow.

A. Area Comparisons

Fig. 5 shows the comparative areas (in µm2) of the three
AES systems found through post-synthesis evaluations in the
Synopsys Design CompilerTM. From Fig. 5 two observations
can be made. The first observation is related to the fact that,
with higher complexity of the AES systems, the resulting
area of the AES systems increases, as expected. For example,
as the complexity of the AES system increases from 4 S-
box to 16 S-box, the area increases by about 39%, and 42%
for the secure AES (through STEP), and for the traditional
insecure AES, respectively. Such an increase in area is due
to increased circuity with more S-boxes in the design. The
second observation is that the secure AES systems designed
using the STEP design methodology (Section III) give a higher
area (in µm2) than the other AES systems. The higher area
for the STEP secure AES is expected due to the addition of
key integrated security hardware in the secure test and IP core
protection architectures (Section V). However, due to unified
design methodology in the STEP using the same hardware for
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both secure test and IP core protection, the area overhead is
comparatively low when compared with secure test [14], and
IP protection [23], alone. From Fig. 5, see that up to 9% area
overhead is caused for incorporating security in the 8 S-box
AES system, when compared with that of the 8 S-box insecure
AES system. When compared with the separate designs for
secure test [14], and IP core protection [23], the proposed
STEP design has little area overhead (up to 3%), with the
added advantage of joint secure test and IP core protection.

Fig. 6: Power comparisons between secure AES systems using the
proposed unified design methodology, the STEP (Fig. 1), and the
insecure AES systems.

B. Power and Performance Comparisons

Fig. 6 shows the comparative power consumptions (in mW)
between secure AES systems designed with the proposed
STEP methodology (Section III), secure test only, IP core
protection only, and insecure design using the traditional de-
sign methodology (Phase I, Fig. 1). The power consumptions
were evaluated during runtime using the Synopsys Design
CompilerTM. As can be seen, with the higher complexity of
the AES, the power consumption increases. This outcome is
expected because, with the higher AES complexity (i.e. with
higher S-box designs), the number of AES iterations, and also
the computations carried out over a given time, increases [27].
For example, as AES complexity increases from 4 S-box to
16 S-box for the secure AES systems, the power consumption
increases by about 13%. From Fig. 6, it can also be seen that
the power consumption is higher for secure AES designs when
compared with the other AES designs. For example, the power
consumption increases by up to 20% for the proposed secure
8 S-box AES system, when compared with the same of an
insecure 8 S-box AES system. As expected, the power over-
head in the STEP design methodology is higher than separate
designs for secure test [14], and IP core protection [23], done
separately. However, the power overhead is comparatively low
when a combined secure test and IP core protection is taken
into account. This outcome is primarily due to the common key
integrated security hardware in a unified design methodology
in STEP (Section V). Note that power consumptions incurred
during secure tests are not compared in detail because the
test power overhead is typically negligible as the number
of original flip-flops is very high compared to the number

of inserted dummy flip-flops. For example, if 128 dummy
flip-flops are inserted into 2000 original scan flip-flops for
storing the 128-bit dynamically generated key, the test power
overheads ranges between 0.5% to 1%.

Fig. 7: Performance comparisons between secure AES systems using
the proposed unified design methodology, the STEP (Fig. 1), and the
insecure AES systems.

Fig. 7 shows the comparative normalized performances
of three secure AES systems designed with the proposed
STEP methodology (Section III), secure test only, IP core
protection only, and insecure design using the traditional
design methodology (Phase I, Fig. 1). The performances were
evaluated as execution times for a given set of AES datasets
in the Synopsys Design CompilerTMenvironment, and were
normalized with respect to the execution times of the insecure
design. As expected, with additional security measures, the
performance overhead increases. This result happens because,
with security measures, the number of AES iterations increase
both for secure design alone, and also for the IP core protection
alone. Note that the design with IP core protection has more
performance overhead than does the design with secure test
alone, as the key integrated during runtime incurs higher
computations per AES step. The STEP design methodology
generates AES designs that incur similar performance over-
head as does IP core protection alone [23], but show higher
performance overhead than does secure test alone [14], as
expected.

C. Test Time and Fault Coverage Analysis

Because the secure test and the IP core protection archi-
tectures generated by the proposed STEP design methodology
integrate extra hardware (Section V), it is important that the
test capabilities are compared between the secure and insecure
AES systems. To this end, Fig. 8(a) and (b) show the compara-
tive test times taken by different AES designs using the parallel
and serial test vectors in the Synopsys TetraMaxTMsimulation
environment. For comparisons, the design with the secure test
mechanism proposed by Razzaq et al. [14], and the design
with no security enabled (using Phase I, Fig. 1), have been
implemented for the test environment. From these figures, the
following observations can be made. First, as expected, it can
be seen that the test times are considerably lower for parallel
vectors (Fig. 8(a)) compared to the serial vectors (Fig. 8(b)).
This outcome is expected as parallel test vectors significantly
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 8: Comparative test times (in ns) for (a) parallel vectors, and
(b) serial vectors using secure design methodology (Section III), and
insecure design methodology.

reduce the time required for the scan chain data to be loaded
and shifted. Secondly, the secure AES design generated using
the proposed unified STEP design methodology takes more
test time for both parallel and serial test vectors. This outcome
happens because secure AES designs use fixed (in testing
mode) and variable (in functional mode) key based hardware to
incorporate secure test and IP core protection (Section V). The
key generation, loading, and checking mechanisms within this
integrated security hardware require extra test time (i.e. up to
4% extra delay for the 4 S-box secure AES system) compared
to the original test times in the insecure AES systems. When
compared with the design with secure tests [14], it can be seen
that the proposed STEP design takes up to 2% less time during
the test as security checking only takes place during shifting
out of multiplexor data in the STEP design as opposed to both
during shifting in, and shifting out in [14].

To compare the test capabilities between secure and insecure
AES systems, Fig. 9 shows the comparative number of test
patterns used by the secure and insecure AES designs for
a given fault coverage (i.e. 99% fault coverage). These test
patterns were generated using special test benches in the
Synopsys Tetra MaxTMtool.

As can be seen, both secure designs of the AES system (the
STEP design, and the design with secure test [14]) use up to
4% more test patterns for achieving similar test coverage as
that of the test in the insecure AES system. This outcome is
expected as the extra key integrated security hardware used

Fig. 9: Comparative number of test patterns for similar test coverage
between secure AES designs and insecure AES designs.

in the secure test architecture in the STEP (Section V-A), and
also in the secure design in [14], requires more scan chains,
and hence more test patterns, to achieve similar fault coverage.
Note that, due to the similar secure test approach in the STEP
design, and the secure test design [14], a similar number of
test patterns are required.

TABLE I: The total number of faults injected, and the corresponding
fault coverage and the number of test patterns tested in different
secure AES systems, generated using the proposed STEP design
methodology (Section III)

AES no. of Fault Test
System faults Coverage Patterns
4 S-box 94316 99.04 775
8 S-box 116256 99.03 963

16 S-box 160412 99.02 1244

Test capabilities of the secure AES systems are further
evaluated in terms of the required number of test patterns for
achieving a specified fault coverage. Table I shows the number
of inserted faults, the corresponding fault coverage obtained,
and the number of test patterns used for testing in different
secure AES systems. Columns 1, and 2 show the AES designs,
and the number of faults injected; columns 3, and 4 show the
corresponding fault coverage, and the number of test patterns
used. As can be seen, with increased design complexity, a
higher number of faults need to be investigated and tested
due to the increased number of iterations, and the area of the
AES (Section VI-A). Despite such a high number of faults, up
to 99% of these can be effectively detected using the secure
test architecture (Section V-A). However, this fault coverage
is achieved using various numbers of test patterns (column 5,
Table I). As expected, as the design complexity increases, the
number of test patterns used also increases. For example, from
the 8 S-box secure AES design to the 16 S-box secure AES
design, the number of test patterns increase by about 29%.

D. Security Analysis

The proposed STEP design methodology gives a high
security advantage at the cost area, power, and test overhead
(Sections VI-A, VI-B, and VI-C). To understand the effective
security advantage in the system, in the following, hacking
scenarios of the secure test and IP core protection are briefly
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explained. Later, a case study of the authorized and unautho-
rized access using the secure AES design generated through
the STEP design methodology is detailed.

1) Test Security Analysis: To successfully hack into the se-
cure test architecture through a side-channel attack (Fig. 2(a)),
a hacker must extract the following information (Section V-A).
• The size of the random key, N .
• The positions of N dummy flip-flops within S total flip-

flops within the scan chain.
• The seed used in the PRBS key generator, R.

Assuming that the hacker stores his guessed random key and
the PRBS seed in an M bit number, and that M ≥ N , the
numbers of combinations the hacker has to try for guessing
N (CN ), and R (CR) correctly are given as

CN = 2M , CR = 2M . (1)

Also, to guess the correct position information of the dummy
flip-flops, the hacker will have to try another Cff−pos combi-
nations, given by

Cff−pos = G

(
S

N

)
. (2)

Because for each N and R guess the hacker will have to try
to locate the dummy flip-flop positions, the total number of
combinations the hacker would need to try for successfully
breaking into the secure test system is given by the number
of combinations given in (1), and (2), i.e.

Ctest = CN CR Cff−pos = 22M G

(
S

N

)
, (3)

which is extremely challenging.
2) IP Core Protection Analysis: For a successful attack in

the IP core architecture through iterative sequential analyses
and reverse engineering (Fig. 2(b)), a hacker must extract the
following information (Section V-B).
• The sequence of k variable keys.
• The protocol to shift in the key, i.e. a given interconnec-

tion of N connections out of S scan chain flip-flops.
• The seed used for the PRBS key generator, R.
Considering k keys in the sequence, the number of combi-

nations the hacker has to try for getting the correct sequence
(Cseq), and the seed (CR) in an M bits number are given as

Cseq = 2kM , CR = 2M . (4)

For correctly guessing the interconnection scheme among N
dummy flip-flops, and also to identify their positions within
G scan chains of length S each, the hacker will have to try
Cff−con

guess combinations, given by

Cff−con = G N !

(
S

N

)
. (5)

Because for each N and R guess the hacker will have to try
to locate the dummy flip-flop positions and connections at the
same time, the total number of combinations the hacker would
need to try for successfully breaking into the secure IP core
protection is given by (4), and (5), i.e.,

CIP = CseqCRCff−con = 2M(k+1) G N !

(
S

N

)
, (6)

which is again extremely challenging.

As can be seen from (3), and (6), the STEP design method-
ology provides a high security advantage over insecure design
methodologies, requiring the hacker to generate a large number
of combinations to extract the design information. Fig. 10
shows the number of combinations required during test and
IP functionality to hack into security in the STEP design
methodology (obtained through (3, and (6))). As can be seen,

Fig. 10: The number of combinations required during testing, and
also during IP functionality, to hack into the STEP design security
with a varied number of dummy flip-flops.

with an increased number of dummy flip-flops (incorporated
through automatic insertion demonstrated in Algorithm 1), the
number of combinations required increases exponentially. As
an example demonstration, considering N=32, G=8, S=128,
and k=4 for an 8 S-box AES system (in reality S is much
larger, eg. for an AES system it is 2000+), a total of Ctest =
2.7 × 1038, and CIP = 8.2 × 10150 combinations would be
required for breaking into the secure test, and the IP core
protection, respectively. This condition can be further made
more challenging by increasing the number of combinations
through the use of more, and longer, scan chains (i.e. higher G,
and S) with a higher number of dummy flip-flops (i.e. higher
N ), which will impose higher system costs in terms of area,
power, and test times or accuracy (see Sections VI-A, VI-B,
and VI-C).

3) Other Security Concerns: The proposed design method-
ology makes the design hacking equally challenging, even for
a legitimate user. A legitimate user will be given an approved
key for the PRBS, which will reveal the size of the key, N .
This key will be used to give him authorized access to the
design, both during secure testing, and also during IP core
functionality, through the key integrated secure hardware (see
Section V). However, to hack into the design information, the
user will require the positions of N dummy flip-flops within
S total flip-flops in the scan chain, and the seed used in the
PRBS key generator R during secure test. Moreover, the user
will require the sequence of k variable keys generated through
key shifting, the shifting protocol, and the PRBS seed R for
design hacking during IP core functionality. Using (3), and (6),
the numbers of combinations a legitimate user will need to
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reveal design information are given by

Ctest = 22N G

(
S

N

)
, and (7)

CIP = 2N(k+1) G N !

(
S

N

)
. (8)

As can be seen, even for a legitimate user, the numbers of
combinations are challenging.

The proposed methodology also provides effective protec-
tion against any side channel attack using the test access ports.
These ports are usually laid out as standard chip interfaces,
to be used during post-manufacturing tests. However, security
can still be partly compromised through scan probing attacks.
Scan probing attacks require the hacker to dissect the chip,
bypassing the final mux, which is an extremely cumbersome
process. Moreover, even if the hacker was successful with such
probing, he would still have to identify the locations of the
random placement of the dummy flip-flops, and the key used
to protect the information during the secure test (Fig. 3).

4) Case Study: Secure and Insecure Access: Fig. 11 shows
a simulation waveform of the 4 S-box AES system with
a 128-bit key, highlighting the re-seeding during authorized
and unauthorized access. The Cadence Incisive Enterprise
Simulator (IES) has been used to design and validate the AES
system design using the STEP design methodology, and obtain
the simulation waveform for functional verification. As can

(a) Authorized access.

(b) Unauthorized access.

Fig. 11: Case study of authorized and unauthorized access with re-
seeding during IP core functionality.

be seen, the test si signal is used to drive the key into the
AES scan chains; registers d1, d2, d3, d4, d5, d6, and d7
form the shift register in the key chain. The outputs from all
registers are concatenated, and shown in the waveforms (the

third last signal in both figures). The out1 signal shows the
variable key generated internally for the PRBS, the load signal
indicates the start of a new iteration, and on every new load
a new key is generated. During authorized access, this key is
always matched by the newly generated key through shifting
(Section V-B). When the key is matched during authorized
access, it triggers the assertion through the invert change
signal. During such access, the output signals text0, text1,
text2, and text3 are enabled through the multiplexer, and the
encryption takes place in usual order (Fig. 11(a)). However,
when there is a mismatch during unauthorized access, the
key is mismatched, and these outputs are driven randomly
as the output of the PRBS sequence is enabled through the
multiplexer (Fig. 11(b)). From the figures, it can also be seen
that, during every ready signal, the PRBS generator is re-
seeded using the currently generated key (Section V-B). The
re-seeding process ensures a very high security in the proposed
STEP design methodology. Note that, when the AES key is
changed, the AES output (output text) also changes depending
on the individual scan chain outputs.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

A novel design methodology for secure test and IP core pro-
tection was proposed. It was shown that the proposed unified
design methodology STEP achieves security and protection
during test and IP core functionality through a unified key
integrated security hardware (Sections III and V). The addition
of such unified hardware was facilitated through an automated
flip-flop insertion, which can be easily incorporated within an
EDA tool chain. To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
design methodology, different AES systems were designed and
compared with the other secure and insecure systems as case
studies. The comparisons showed that our methodology offers
significantly high security, requiring a high order of magnitude
of combinations for the hacker to break into the security and
protection. We demonstrated that the secure test and IP core
protection advantages are achieved at the cost of low area,
power, and test overhead (Section VI).
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